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INTRODUCTION
Your team has spent years flawlessly executing a comprehensive plan to implement shared services
within your organization. You’ve done your research, and you’ve reorganized, standardized, optimized,
and eliminated redundancy of services across your organization. Your team is well on its way to operating
an organization focused on delivering high-quality transactional and advisory services to your enterprise
with well-defined process ownership and delivery standards.
Your operational objectives are on target, and then it happens. Your company’s executive leadership
team goes on a shopping spree, and before you know it, you are taking a step backward. You are back
to having functional teams that are outside of your control, operating beyond the constructs of your shared
services organization, using disparate systems and processes, and you have a new mess on your hands.
Sound familiar?
In today’s business environment, mergers and acquisitions are a reality. Having a strategy for how to
deal with post-merger integration before it happens is critical to the ongoing success of any shared
services organization. A well-thought-out strategy will provide a clear road map for the integration and
eliminate the tendency to revisit directional decisions. This will accelerate the integration planning
process for your shared services organization.
A successful shared services post-merger integration strategy should include:
◼

A fully vetted listing of “non-negotiable” items

◼

Representation of the shared services organization within the M&A due-diligence process

◼

An integration governance model to aid with decision support and issue escalation

◼

A well-thought-out, predefined “playbook” that identifies and catalogs key areas and critical
tasks to be performed during the integration process

1. “Non-Negotiable” Items
Well-run organizations work hard to establish global or regional standards. However, when an acquisition
takes place, significant time is wasted addressing whether or not the acquired company should align
these standards.
For example, if an organization has or is planning to have a single, global instance of an ERP solution,
then allowing the acquired company to keep its ERP will conflict with the established strategic direction.
Similarly, participation in a shared services model may be non-negotiable for legacy entities, yet
conversations can ensue as to whether the acquired company should migrate to this model.
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For this reason, advanced development of a comprehensive listing of non-negotiable items that support
the parent company’s strategic or cultural objectives eliminates endless debate and negotiation during
the integration planning process.
Some examples of common non-negotiable items include:
◼

System landscape decisions (ERP, CRM, MRP, etc.)

◼

Shared services participation

◼

Transition to established employee benefit programs/providers

◼

Transition to established compensation structures

◼

Utilization of national or global vendors

◼

Transition to established travel/credit card programs

◼

Branding guidelines

◼

Employee paid-time-off guidelines

◼

Information security standards

2. Representation during the M&A Due Diligence Process
The knowledge of an intended acquisition is generally limited to a small group. Having shared services
leadership as a part of this in-the-know group ensures the team has the opportunity for early discovery.
With early access to the acquisition, the shared services team can assess the potential complexity of the
integration and gain clarity on decisions made during and after the acquisition process.
The shared services leadership team can leverage the discovery phase to gain an understanding of the
target company’s back-office operating model, locations, organizational structures, work scope, and
technologies. More importantly, leadership can gauge how similar the target company’s business model
is to the core businesses already supported by the shared services organization. The results of this
assessment indicate if the acquired company can fit into the existing business process models or if new
process models are required.
This early engagement also ensures that the shared services team is able to participate in and shape
acquisition decisions. It is common for an executive team not to integrate an acquisition into existing
operations. This is thought to foster the deal, protect the acquired company’s culture, and/or preserve
their intellectual capital. This decision is often made without a focus on back-office processes, like
accounting, finance, HR, and IT. It is important to have clear guidelines on what is to be incubated or not
integrated. Should that incubation apply to processes supported by a shared services organization?
Should it apply to the integration of employee payroll and benefits? Likely not. Failing to get clarity on
these topics at the outset of due diligence can create downstream service delivery issues.
If the shared services organization is able to participate in due diligence, it can study the target company’s
operations and plan for a successful integration.
3. Integration Governance
ScottMadden believes the merger and acquisition process benefits from having corporate and shared
services representation in the M&A governance and decision-making organization. Representatives can
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share what is achievable for corporate and shared services functions to support. This prevents later
surprises and integration delays.
With any acquisition, there will be a variety of opinions on the level of integration, integration priorities,
and preferred timing. Stakeholders may advocate for integration plans that meet their own needs without
regard to the impact on other organizations. This can create chaos in a shared services organization.
A strong governance model can prevent or limit unintended impacts. It can maintain alignment among
stakeholders, avoid silo decision-making, and provide a formal process for issue escalation and
resolution. An effective governance model has an integration board, comprised of cross-functional
stakeholders with decision-making authority, and an integration management office to coordinate
integration activities across functions. This structure facilitates alignment among organizations and drives
issue resolution. Having representation from corporate and shared services organizations is integral to
the success of a governance model.
The following illustration shows an example of a governance structure:

The integration governance board sets and champions the vision and objectives for the integration.
Additionally, it resolves issues escalated by the integration teams. The board should convene on a regular
basis during the acquisition and integration process. As a member of the integration governance board,
shared services leadership can understand and influence decisions that impact its operations.
The integration management office has overall responsibility for project coordination and management,
updates to the integration governance board and executive leadership team, and escalations of
unresolved issues.
4. Integration Playbook
Formulating an integration playbook in advance of a merger or acquisition ensures that key activities and
their ownership are clearly defined. An integration playbook includes tasks within the shared services
environment, as well as tasks outside their scope, but whose integration direction and outcome have
implications for the shared services organization.
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While each acquisition is different, a playbook provides a starting point for developing a detailed
integration plan. It is also an excellent checklist to drive integration decisions.
Playbooks can be very detailed. While not all tasks may be applicable to every acquisition, their inclusion
in the playbook ensures that items are not missed or forgotten.
The following are examples of integration focus areas for corporate and shared services functions that
should be considered for inclusion in a playbook. The list, however, is not all-inclusive as activities may
vary from organization to organization.
Finance & Accounting
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Purchase price allocation
Preparation for consolidation/financial close
Financial systems implementation
F&A organizational integration to the shared
services environment
Banking procedures (close/open bank accounts)
Legal entity structure and consolidation
Insurance programs
Business and SOX controls
Intercompany agreements
Organizational integration

Human Resources
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Information Technology
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

IT infrastructure integration
Facilitation/support of system migration
Support of business process redesign
Data migration
Voice and data network integration
Data center/server consolidation
Email migration
Acquired IT equipment asset inventory
Ordering of IT equipment, as needed
Issuance of secure ID cards, network access,
email account provisioning, and IT equipment
distribution (e.g., laptops, phones, etc.)

Retention planning
Organization set-up in HRIS systems
Compensation and benefits analysis
Coordination of U.S. visa documents for any
sponsored acquired employees
Issuance/termination of employment contracts
Acquired employee onboarding and orientation
Acquired employee accessibility (badges,
credentials, etc.)
HR organizational integration to the shared
services environment
Training programs

Real Estate/Facilities Management
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Review of lease agreements of the acquired
company
Co-location strategy
Facility assessment to determine compliance
with any facility standards (cosmetic, safety,
accessibility, etc.)
Office infrastructure/services implementation
and/or upgrades (copiers, furniture, coffee
services, mail services, security systems, etc.)
Facility rebranding initiatives (signage, color
scheme, etc.)

CONCLUSION
The unfortunate truth for shared services practitioners is that business leaders making acquisition and
integration decisions will seldom ask themselves, “How will this affect our shared services organization
and the standard processes and procedures we have worked to create?” Therefore, pre-established nonnegotiable items, early and proactive involvement of shared services leadership in the merger and
acquisition process, a strong governance structure, and a well-thought-out execution plan or playbook
will go a long way in facilitating a successful integration process. It will also ensure that the shared
services organization leadership is a key player in the integration decision-making and implementation
process.
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MORE INFORMATION
For more information on this or other corporate and shared services-related topics, please visit
www.scottmadden.com, call 404-814-0020; or e-mail info@scottmadden.com.

ABOUT SCOTTMADDEN, INC.
ScottMadden is the management consulting firm that does what it takes to get it done right. Our practice
areas include Energy, Clean Tech & Sustainability, Grid Transformation, and Corporate & Shared
Services. We deliver a broad array of consulting services ranging from strategic planning through
implementation across many industries, business units, and functions. To learn more, visit
www.scottmadden.com | Twitter | Facebook | LinkedIn.
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